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Abstract

While SystemC is the standard System-Level Description Language (SLDL) for embedded system design, openly accessible benchmark models in SystemC are rare. This report addresses this problem by providing an automatic model generator for SystemC Transaction Level Modeling (TLM). Taking a data flow graph produced by Task Graphs For Free (TGFF) [1] as input, the proposed model generator produces SystemC TLM 1.0 and 2.0 benchmark models. This report demonstrates that the generated models simulate correctly and can also be used as benchmarks for evaluating compiler designed for Grid of Processing Cells (GPC) many-core platform.
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Abstract
While SystemC is the standard System-Level Description Language (SLDL) for embedded system design, openly accessible benchmark models in SystemC are rare. This report addresses this problem by providing an automatic model generator for SystemC Transaction Level Modeling (TLM). Taking a data flow graph produced by Task Graphs For Free (TGFF)[1] as input, the proposed model generator produces SystemC TLM 1.0 and 2.0 benchmark models. This report demonstrates that the generated models simulate correctly and can also be used as benchmarks for evaluating compiler designed for Grid of Processing Cells(GPC) many-core platform.

1 Introduction
Embedded computer systems perform an essential role in people’s daily lives due to their various applications, from personal devices to industrial operations. While computers have experienced many substantial improvements, one major feature of common computing systems is the processing cores and the main memory are separated. Since all the processing cores need to communicate through one central memory bus, a memory traffic jam problem that limits the computing speed heavily will happen. The Grid of Processing Cells(GPC) is a new processor architecture where processing cores are placed on the same chip in a 2D array structure and communicate through their own local shared memory. This new architecture avoids the memory traffic jam limitation and improves the performance of computer systems[2]. A Compiler for GPC produces SystemC Models in the new proposed GPC architecture for simulation purpose, however, the lack of benchmark models make the evaluation of this compiler’s performance hard.
TGFF is a graph generator initially designed to generate task graphs with task sets and communications among tasks based on given input parameters[1]. This report will introduce tools taking a data flow graph from the TGFF graph generator as an input then generates synthetic SystemC benchmark models, input for the GPC compiler. The generated models can be utilized to evaluate the performance of the GPC compiler by comparing their simulation results with those of models produced by the compiler.

2 Task Graphs from TGFF

2.1 Task Graph’s Meaning and Usage

TGFF is a tool that generates task graphs based on input “.tgffopt” option file. The program produces both text-based and visualized task graphs. By changing the input parameters in the “.tgffopt” file, task graphs with various number of tasks and connection features can be generated, so the SystemC TLM models produced based on these graphs will be sufficient to serve as benchmark models for statistical evaluations.

Figure 2 shows a sample task graph produced by the TGFF graph generator. The nodes represent the tasks, and the edges represent the data flow among tasks. To transform this graph into SystemC TLM models, each node will be converted to a SystemC node module, and the modules will be connected based on the edges in the graph. Since this visualized graph is stored in a readable “.vcg” text file, the SystemC TLM module generator will read the “.vcg” file and store the information about the nodes and edges to a graph data structure, so it can be used to produce a C++ file representing the SystemC TLM module.
2.2 Adjusting TGFF Graph Configuration for SystemC TLM Modeling

As previously mentioned, features of task graphs can be changed by adjusting the input parameters in the “.tgffopt” file. The generated SystemC module will serve as a Design under Test (DUT) unit that will be placed under a testbench to perform simulations, so the generated SystemC TLM model must have a proper structure compatible with the testbench. Thus, the input parameters must be set correctly to ensure that TGFF generates proper graphs representing the desired SystemC TLM.
models. Figure 4 shows the input parameters for TGFF used to generate the task graph shown in figure 2 along with comments explaining the function of each input parameters.

Since the DUT will have one module accepting the input and one module sending the output to the platform inside the testbench, the graph must start with one node and end with only one node. This is achieved by setting the parameters “series_must_rejoin” and “gen_series_parallel” to 1 and not setting “prob_multi_start_nodes” parameter. These two parameters must be set correctly since the SystemC TLM model generator assumes that there will always be only one starting and one ending node in the graph. Otherwise, the model generator will not produce any meaningful output. The remaining parameters shown in Figure 4 set the graph’s organization. Not all parameters are set in this “.tgffopt” file, detailed documentation of parameters can be found in the TGFF’s manual[3].

![TGFF Input File](image)

Figure 4: .tgffopt TGFF input file for task graph

3 Generation of SystemC TLM Models and Inputs for GPCC

3.1 Data Structure

Based on the flowchart of GPC compiler input mapper and SystemC TLM model’s generation shown in figure 1, both the GPC compiler input mapper and the SystemC TLM model comes from the “.vcg” file. The first step is to extract the information of graphs from the “.vcg” file produced by TGFF and store it in appropriate data structure, so the information can be used by a C++ program. Figure 5 shows the data structure representing the graph read from the “.vcg” file.
The node's structure contains two pointers to lists of its input and output nodes, while the edge structure contains two pointers to its input and output nodes. The input node represents the source sending the data, and the output node represents the node receiving the data. Each node in the graph is stored in a node structure, similar to the edges. Two main lists store all the nodes and all the edges correspondingly. Information is extracted from the `.vcg` file is achieved by using the regular expression function (regex) in standard C++ library to search for nodes and the connection between them, based on the `.vcg` file format. The advantages of using this data structure will be discussed in later sections about the detailed implementation of generators.

![Diagram of Node and Edge Structure](image)

**Figure 5:** Data Structure to represent the graph

### 3.2 SystemC TLM-1.0 Model Generator

Transaction-Level Modeling 1.0 (TLM-1.0) provides concepts for high-level transaction modeling. In TLM-1.0, modules communicate through channels and ports, with less focus on how transactions should be represented and timed[4]. SystemC TLM-1.0 models generated will have modules connecting through "sc_fifo" channels without specifying the time delay inside each module.
As previously stated, each node represents a module, and each edge represents a connection between modules. For the module to communicate in the TLM-1.0 model through channels, it should have corresponding ports connected to the channels and local variables to read and store the data received. Figure 6 shows a generated SystemC node module’s content, indicating it has 2 input edges, 1 output edge, and 3 local variables for reading and sending the data. Since the node’s data structure stores 2 lists of its input and output edges, the generation of all node modules can be done effectively by iterating through the main node list and then iterating through its input and output lists. Similarly, since the edge structure holds its input and output nodes, as shown in figure 7 when generating the channels to connect all node modules, it will only require iterating through the main edge list.

The generated model will be placed under the testbench for simulation. Currently, inside each node module, the processing task simply increments the received data value by 1, and the initial data value sent by the stimulus is set to be 1, and the data value received by the monitor will reflect
the length of each chain connecting the nodes in the graph. By checking the data value received with the original graph, it can be determined whether the generated model is organized correctly.

- Figure 8: Simulation result of generated SystemC TLM-1.0 model

3.3 SystemC TLM-2.0 Model Generator

TLM-2.0 models support a more detailed definition of transaction type and description of time[4]. In SystemC TLM-2.0 models, node modules no longer communicate simply through “sc_fifo” channels but share the information using local memory blocks, which is a more realistic and meaningful model for evaluating the GPC compiler's performance.

For node modules to communicate through memory blocks in the TLM-2.0 model, each edge will create a socket on the node module for reading or sending the data to the memory blocks. Since data cannot be read from and written to the memory at the same time, the memory block will be connected to a Mux that connects to the sockets on node modules, and selecting the data goes into or out from the memory block.

- Figure 9: Generated SystemC TLM-2.0 node module

The graph representation file generated by TGFF does not include any other information beyond
the nodes and edges, the TLM-2.0 model is built by replacing each channel in the TLM-1.0 model with one socket on both the input and output nodes and a memory block stores the data for their communication and a 2-to-1 Mux selects whether data goes into or comes out of the memory block.

As shown in Figure 9, the memory block is hosted by the input node, so each node that passes data out will need a delay due to memory initialization, and the node will read the data by accessing the corresponding hosted memory block remotely. For the node to receive the correct data, it needs to have the same sc_event as the sender.

Similar to the TLM-1.0 model, generating the TLM-2.0 model requires requires first generating all the nodes and corresponding sockets, local sc_event, hosted or remote access memory, and local variables by iterating through the main node list. Because the mux, memory blocks, and sc_event all represent the connection between nodes, it can be generated properly by iterating through the edges list. Finally, a SystemC TLM-2.0 model can be built by connecting all components and assigning the sc_event signal properly.

Simulation using the generated model can be achieved by connecting it to a modified testbench that communicates with the model using memory blocks. same as the SystemC TLM-1.0 model, the processing function inside each node module simply increments the data value received by 1, so the meaning of the output data remains the same, representing the length of chains connecting the nodes. However, since the TLM-2.0 model requires the node to wait for memory initialization, there will be a time delay for the monitor to receive the output data.

![Figure 10: Simulation results of generated SystemC TLM-2.0 model](image)

### 3.4 Generation of GPC compiler's Input

The basic idea for evaluating the performance of the GPC compiler is to compare the performance of models generated by the GPC compiler with the performance of models produced by previous generators. GPC compiler takes a "json" file that describes the connections among nodes as its input. Although directly generating a "json" file from a C++ program is difficult, a Python file serves as a mapper used to produce the "json" file that can be generated from the C++ program. The generation process is similar to previous model generators since the mapper only needs nodes and edges' information to produce a "json" file for the GPC compiler's input.
At this time, the GPC compiler is not finalized yet, and can only produce output based on specific inputs, so there is no effective way to validate whether the generated "json" file works properly for the GPC compiler. However, the mapper will also produce a graph showing the connections of nodes and edges. By checking the details in the graph produced by the mapper with the original graph produced by TGFF, the correctness of the mapper can be partly verified.

4 Experiments and Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>TLM-1.0</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>TLM-2.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple-1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>2012871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple-2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>619</td>
<td>2012846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1635</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2895</td>
<td>2013519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-2</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1826</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3136</td>
<td>2012996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large-1</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4319</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7539</td>
<td>2026808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large-2</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3926</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7008</td>
<td>2023472</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Generated benchmark model and simulation results

The table above shows the experiment result of generated TLM-1.0 and TLM-2.0 models with different complexity. Column "Nodes, Depth" and "LoC" shows the number of nodes, the length
of the longest data path, and the lines of code in generated file, respectively. Column "TLM-1.0" and "TLM-2.0 shows the total simulated time of corresponding models in nano seconds(ns). Since TLM-1.0 model focus less on transaction timing compare with TLM-2.0 model, and the generated TLM-1.0 model don’t have any time definition. Data presents by the table shows that the simulated time for the TLM-1.0 model stays at 0 ns due to no timing definition in generated models, and for the TLM-2.0 model the overall simulated time increases with the increase in model complexity. Thus, these examples meet the expectation and can serve as valid benchmarks for performance evaluation. Commands in the .tgffopt files corresponding to above models are provided in the appendix.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This report introduces tools developed based on the TGFF graph generator to generate synthetic examples and input the GPC compiler for the GPC compiler’s performance evaluation. The report briefly discusses the background information about the GPC compiler, the motivation to design these generators, and the technical details of them.

As previously stated, for validation purposes, currently all generated models have node modules that only increment the received data value. In the future, more meaningful and realistic computation tasks can be assigned to these nodes to make the simulation results reflect the models’ performance more comprehensively. For the TLM-2.0 SystemC model, since the TGFF only gives the information about nodes and edges in the graph, for now, each edge is replaced with one memory block. Further improvement to the TLM-2.0 model generator can be done by grouping the edges or nodes and assigning memory blocks based on groups, which will produce a more realistic model, and once the GPC compiler is finalized, all these improvements will offer a more accurate evaluation of the GPC compiler’s performance.
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# Large-2
tg_cnt 1
task_cnt 36 6
seed 4
gen_series_parallel 1
series_must_rejoin 1
series_wid 15, 3
series_local_xover 15
series_global_xover 15
tg_write
eps_write
vcg_write

# Large-1
# Basic functions
tg_cnt 1
task_cnt 36 6
seed 1
gen_series_parallel 1
series_must_rejoin 1
series_wid 15, 3
series_local_xover 15
series_global_xover 15
tg_write
eps_write
vcg_write

# Medium-2
# Basic functions
tg_cnt 1
task_cnt 12 4
seed 4
gen_series_parallel 1
series_must_rejoin 1
series_wid 8, 2
series_local_xover 6
series_global_xover 6
tg_write
eps_write
vcg_write
# Medium

tg_cnt 1
task_cnt 12 4
seed 1
gen_series_parallel 1
series_must_rejoin 1
series_wid 8, 2
series_local_xover 6
series_global_xover 6
tg_write
eps_write
vcg_write

# Simple

# Basic functions
tg_cnt 1
task_cnt 3 1
seed 4
gen_series_parallel 1
series_must_rejoin 1
tg_write
eps_write
vcg_write

# Simple

tg_cnt 1
task_cnt 3 1
seed 1
gen_series_parallel 1
series_must_rejoin 1
tg_write
eps_write
vcg_write